
Bentley State Limousine - HM The Queen
Our prestigious and newly tooled Bentley has recently

appeared as part of a superb and highly popular set

comprising Cars of the Royal Family.  Here at Oxford, 

we are now very pleased to make it available as a single

release in exactly the same detail.

Our 1:76 scale replica is resplendent in Black over Royal

Claret, like all Royal limousines and appears as a four-

door long wheelbase version.  It features a pale grey

interior with tan dashboard and door cappings.  As a state

vehicle, it does not carry a registration plate and the

customised Bentley has a mount on the roof for an

illuminated Royal Coat-of-Arms and the Royal Standard.

On our model, we see the finely detailed and colourful

Coat-of-Arms centred on the front of the roof above the

windscreen.  Notice too, the Royal Crest printed in gold

on the rear passenger doors. 

A couple of interesting facts: there are only two examples

of this Bentley worldwide and they both belong to Her

Majesty the Queen; and secondly, in January 2009, it was

announced that both Bentley State Limousines would be

converted to run on biofuel. 
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NEWBentley State Limousine -
HM The Queen
                            SCALE       PRICE
76BSL001   1:76   £9.45
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1:76 SCALE

Ford Escort Mk1 - Ermine White 
The Ford Escort Mk1, produced in the UK’s Dagenham

and Halewood plants, was classed as a small family car

and following its unveiling in January 1968,

became an enormous success.  Before it

was superseded by the Mk 2 in 1975, 

it was available as a 2-door, 4-door 

and 3-door estate.  It had rear wheel 

drive with either a 4 speed manual 

or 3-speed automatic gearbox.

Our latest release comes in a creamy

white with masses of exterior silver trim,

including the silver ‘stripes’ along the length of the

bonnet.  The characteristic ‘dog bone’ radiator grille is

finished in black and silver with integral rectangular

headlights.  The interior is black, including the steering

wheel.  Registered BOR

317J, our model dates from 1970/71. 

Ford Capri Mk1 - Aquatic Jade 
Ford introduced the fastback coupé Ford Capri Mk1 into

the UK market in 1968 and it really took off

in terms of affordability, good looks

and performance.  It had a four

speed manual gearbox and was

produced in the UK with either

a 1.3L or 1.6L engine.

Registered TDK 200J from 1970/71,

our 1:76 scale very bright jade green

Ford Capri Mk1 joins its yellow and red

predecessors in the series of pure Ford nostalgia.  

The interior is moulded in a pale stone colour with 

black steering wheel.  Exterior trim is silver, including the

silver radiator grille which is ‘wiped black’.  The wheel

inserts too are black.  

In real life, the Mk1 was superseded by the Ford Capri

Mk2, which is also modelled in the Oxford Diecast range.

Ford Escort Mk2 - Diamond White 
Adding a touch of brilliant white sparkle to your shelf, is

the third release of the Mk 2 Ford Escort, registered FPT

665S from 1977/78.  The interior is moulded in dark grey

and exterior trim looks great in contrasting black,

including bumpers and window surrounds.  

Our Oxford model faithfully replicates the

revised features of the ‘real thing’

which superseded the Mk1.  The blue

Ford badge is positioned in the

centre of the new style radiator

grille and the Ford Escort name also

appears across the boot.

The second generation Escort was

launched at the beginning of 1975 and manufactured

until 1981.  It had a much squarer shape and a new wide,

narrower radiator grille whilst mechanically, it carried

forward many of the Mk 1’s features.  A joint venture

between Ford UK and Ford Germany, the 2-door saloon

was available with various

engine capacities from a basic 1.1L upwards. 

NEWFord Capri Mk1 - 
Aquatic Jade 
                        SCALE      PRICE
76CP003  1:76  £6.45

NEWFord Escort Mk1 -
Ermine White 
                        SCALE      PRICE
76FE003   1:76  £6.45

NEWFord Escort Mk2 -
Diamond White 
                           SCALE      PRICE
76ESC003  1:76  £6.45
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Audi S3 Cabriolet Glacier White
The Audi S3 Cabriolet was unveiled in

March 2014, described as a high-

performance version of Audi’s open

topped A3.  With a price tag of just

under £39,000, Its spec described

it as having a 2.0L petrol turbo

engine, four wheel drive and 

6-speed S tronic transmission.

Acceleration came out at 0-62

mph in 5.4 seconds and it was

capable of 38.8 mpg.  Cosmetically, 

it sported 19 inch alloy wheels, Xenon headlights with

LED daytime lights and aluminium finished door mirrors.

Its automatic hood could be lowered in 18 seconds.  

The interior was made with super soft leather seating,

heated front seats and three-spoke steering wheel.  

Our newly tooled 1:76 scale replica sees the 2-door, four

seater decorated in white with the roof down to reveal

red seating and a black interior.  It is registered KT15

AFU.  Exterior trim is silver with the radiator grille

finished in black/silver with silver surround.  The alloy

wheels are silver, the famous Audi four ringed badge is

printed in the centre of the grille and also across the

boot and rounding the model off, the red and silver S3

marque features on the lower left hand side of the boot .

This superb new model joins Oxford’s new Audi timeline

alongside the 1980s Quattro launched recently.

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWRange Rover Vogue - Santorini
Black (Prince William)
                                       SCALE      PRICE
76RAN006          1:76   £6.95

Range Rover Vogue SE - Santorini Black 
(Prince William)
This model has also appeared as part of the 7-piece Cars

of the Royal Family Set and represents the family car

owned by the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.  It is

great to see it released now as a single model,

especially for enthusiasts who specialise

in the Land Rover series exclusively.

Registered OE62 PVO, the ‘real

thing’ is a familiar sight when their

Royal Highnesses are out and

about with their three children.  

It is painted black - one of the

signature Vogue colour schemes,

highlighted with a chrome finish

including the characteristic radiator grille and

stylish wheels. Internally, it is completely black.

1955 Jaguar MkVIIM - Metallic
Royal Clare (Queen Mother)
                               SCALE       PRICE
76JAG7004   1:76   £5.95

Vauxhall Cresta Friary Estate -
Green (Queen Elizabeth) 
                               SCALE       PRICE
76CFE003     1:76   £6.25

Jaguar E Type Series 1 Coupé -
Old English White
                               SCALE       PRICE
76ETYP004   1:76   £5.95

MODELS
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEW
Tooling!

NEWAudi S3 Cabriolet -
Glacier White
                        SCALE      PRICE
76S3001  1:76  £6.75
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1959 Pontiac Bonneville Coupé - 
Regent Black/White
The opulent and extravagantly decorated releases of the

1959 Pontiac Bonneville Coupé so far have included hood

up and down but all in pastel shades.  For the fourth

release, it now takes on a more sober look in dramatic

black with the upper half masked white in a closed

format.  In contrast, the interior seating is moulded in

flame red.  Registered IND-59 NE1588, the number plate

has the words Lincoln Year printed in black along the

bottom edge.  The same level of chrome abounds with

the Pontiac Bonneville name printed across the boot and

along the tailfins.  And we love the whitewall tyres which

have become standard in this era of American motoring.

1954 Pontiac Chieftain 
4 Door - California Highway Patrol 
Look out!  The California Highway Patrol are in charge of

the third release of the 1954 Pontiac Chieftain saloon!

Our four-door ‘sedan’ comes in black with white masked

roof with the California Highway Patrol emblem printed

in full colour on the white panelled front doors.  It is

quite a contrast from the pale blue and dark blue series

launch model and the pale lemon and white version that

followed.  On this third release, the bumpers, badging and

trim are all silver, including the five continuous strips

running the depth of the bonnet.  The Police car is

registered SE8 Calif 1954.  A final detail includes a

loudspeaker positioned on the front of the roof above

the windscreen, ensuring their target got the message

loud and clear!

1959 Pontiac Bonneville 
Coupé - Regent Black/White
                                         SCALE      PRICE
87PB59004         1:87  £6.95

NEW

1954 Pontiac Chieftain 4 Door -
California Highway Patrol 
                                         SCALE      PRICE
87PC54003         1:87  £6.95

NEW

1957 Dodge D100 Sweptside 
Pick Up - Forest Green/Misty Green
                                   SCALE       PRICE
87DP57003     1:87   £6.95

1946 Desoto Suburban - 
Rhythm Brown/Trumpet Gold
                                SCALE       PRICE
87DS46003   1:87   £6.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:43 SCALE
Austin Ruby - Black
Our 1:43 scale two-door Austin Ruby was launched in

dark red, followed by a rich dark blue, then dark green

and now makes its fourth appearance in another typical

livery of the period - black.  Under its full title, 

the Austin 7 Ruby Saloon, it was one of 

a series of variants during the 

extensive manufacturing period

between 1922 and the

beginning of World War Two.

The Ruby was introduced

in 1936 incorporating

improvements and

modifications over the

original.  Now it sported a

longer bonnet, cowled

radiator, slightly down swept tail

and the spare wheel was now enclosed by a metal

cover which also concealed a folding luggage rack.

There is even a tan suitcase sitting on the rack - and just

look at the gold detailing on it.

The interior is finished in a bright green to seats and

door panels, tan dashboard, black steering wheel and

instrument dials, rounded off by matt black ‘carpet’ and

silver interior door handles  

Registered DTA 647, additional detail includes silver front

window surrounds, side semaphore/indicators and spoked

wheel centres.  A chrome finish has been applied to the

exterior door handles, bumpers and wipers, with a

chrome and black finish to the radiator grille which also

houses the Austin Seven badge. 

Bags of detail for such a little motor - it’s delightful.  

It wouldn’t have needed a very big garage either!  

Jaguar MkV DHC Open -
Opalescent Silver
                              SCALE       PRICE
43JAG5001  1:43  £24.95

Jaguar XK150 Fixed Head Coupé -
Mist Grey
                                     SCALE       PRICE
JAGXK150007   1:43  £23.95

AC Aceca - Black
                              SCALE       PRICE
43ACE001    1:43  £24.95

NEWAustin Ruby - Black
                              SCALE       PRICE
43RUB004    1:43  £19.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWSherpa Van - Royal Mail 
                              SCALE       PRICE
76SHP011    1:76   £6.95

Land Rover 88" Canvas - Green Bronze
                                       SCALE       PRICE
76LAN188009    1:76   £6.45

Pallet/Loads Wills Woodbine * 4
                               SCALE      PRICE
76ACC005     1:76  £6.45

Pallet/Loads Pratts Motor Oil * 4
                               SCALE      PRICE
76ACC008     1:76  £6.45

Sherpa Van - Royal Mail 
No, you haven’t seen this one before!  We launched our

newly tooled Leyland Sherpa Van in a Royal Mail livery but

it was based in Wales and therefore featured bi-lingual

lettering.  This time, our van is employed at the Reading

Post Office depot, No. 5080294, registered KUF 293P

from 1975/76.  The Royal Cipher with Crown features

colourfully on the side panels of our van with Royal Mail

printed boldly in gold and black above.  The depot details 

are printed in black on the cab doors.  External trims are

mostly silver with some black to the windscreen

surrounds.  The interior is also black.  The radiator grille

is silver wiped black, into which is embedded the Leyland

name.  The name also appears in the lower corner of the

nearside rear door.

This is a First Class example to sit alongside your Welsh

version of the Royal Mail Sherpa!
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1:76 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWVW T5 Van - AA
                              SCALE       PRICE
76T5V005    1:76   £7.25

Land Rover Series I 80" Canvas - RAF
                                       SCALE       PRICE
76LAN180004    1:76   £6.25

Mercedes Sprinter Van -
Stobart Air
                            SCALE       PRICE
76MSV001  1:76   £7.95

Reliant Scimitar - 
Blue (Princess Anne) 
                        SCALE      PRICE
76RS001  1:76   £5.95

VW T5 Van - AA
No self-respecting series of small commercials would be

without the AA!  And here is that famous vibrant yellow

and black livery on the fifth in the VW T5 series.  The T5

was VW’s most versatile van from its launch in 2003 until

it was superseded by the T6 in 2015.  It came in a wealth

of variants too from cargo/passenger van, pickup, crew

minibus and camper.  Here it is employed as a simple van

with non-opening rear doors which feature a chevron

paint finish.  The modern AA graphics on the sides include

all their contact details for ‘Joining Today’ as well as social

media details.  The interior is moulded in dark grey and

the model, registered RF15 BUP from the last year of

production, is topped off with a roof light bar towards the

rear incorporating the AA logo.
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N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover Lightweight - Berlin Scheme
Land Rover and Oxford Military enthusiasts have been

treated already to this authentic Land Rover ½ ton

Lightweight replica in both 1:43 and 1:76 scale, so

for those of you who major in N scale, here it is

again, especially for you.  Decorated in exactly the

same livery as before, it appears in the urban

camouflage scheme adopted by the US

Berlin Brigade during its posting to

West Berlin during the Cold War.

The brown, grey-blue and

white pattern of the body is

complemented with a

dark grey canvas roof.

The wheels match the

main blue-grey body colour.

Detailed additions include

aerials on both the front

mudguards and a grey-blue

bridge plate attached to the radiator printed with

the number 2.  Its military number plate reads 57 XB 54.

Even the spare wheel fixed to the top of the bonnet

comes with matching grey-blue and black wheel hubs.

Land Rover Lightweight -
Berlin Scheme
                                 SCALE        PRICE
NLRL004       1:148  £5.95

NEW

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

London Dennis F12 Fire Engine
                             SCALE        PRICE
NDEN001   1:148  £6.45

Ford Anglia - Maroon/Cream 
                             SCALE        PRICE
N105001    1:148  £4.65

Volvo FH4 Semi Low Loader - G.F. Job
                                  SCALE        PRICE
NVOL4009      1:148  £15.95

Ford Transit LWB High - White
                             SCALE        PRICE
NFT006      1:148  £5.55
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Scania T Cab Box Trailer - 
Coca Cola Xmas
                                   SCALE        PRICE
NTCAB007CC  1:148  £14.95

Ford Transit LWB High - 
Coca Cola Xmas
                              SCALE     PRICE
76FT030CC   1:76  £6.25

5 Piece VW Van Set
T1/T2/T3/T4/T5
                       SCALE      PRICE
76SET66  1:76 £31.95

Scania T Cab Box Trailer - 
Coca Cola Xmas
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76TCAB004CC  1:76  £24.95

3 Piece Set Bubble Car
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET62    1:76  £16.95

Volvo FH12 with Timber L180C
                          SCALE       PRICE
185004      1:87  £29.95

Land Rover 5 Piece Set
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET17C  1:76  £27.95

7 Piece Royals Set
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET74    1:76  £42.95

A note from Eloise
As 2020 begins to wind down, I reflect on the year behind me.  It has been one for the history books, and something

we will all struggle to forget.  It is not over yet, but I see a light at the end of the tunnel and a new way forward. 

I hope that the last few months has allowed everyone to see the importance of our families, our memories, and our

hobbies.  I had the opportunity to enjoy some precious time with my son and in that time, we spent days doing jigsaws,

puzzles and of course railway sets.  It is amusing that sometimes, the simplest toys that we have enjoyed as children are

just as pleasurable to this day - of course when you remove all the modern day time distractions! 

CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE
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JCB 75TH ANNIVERSARY 

3-piece JCB Anniversary Set
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET76   1:76  £69.95

JCB 531 70 Loadall JCB
                          SCALE       PRICE
76LDL001  1:76  £21.95

The 23rd October 2020 is a double celebration this year!  It marks

the 75th Anniversary of one of the greatest British construction

industries, JCB, as well as Lord Bamford’s 75th Birthday. 

In the last Globe edition, we released a triple set containing three

of the most iconic vehicles to commemorate the 

occasion.  The set is presented in a bespoke black flip 

lid box with a special 75th Anniversary sleeve in the 

signature yellow and black JCB colour scheme.

Take a look at some of the other 

JCB Models we have 

released over 

the years. 

JCB 3CX Eco Backhoe Loader JCB 
                               SCALE       PRICE
763CX001     1:76  £24.95

JCB Backhoe Loader - 1980s
                               SCALE       PRICE
76JCX003     1:76  £24.95

JCB Major Loader Mk1 Excavator JCB
                                       SCALE      PRICE
76ML1001          1:76 £25.95

JCB JS220 Millionth Machine
                        SCALE       PRICE
76JS002  1:76  £24.95
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SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

                                   SCALE       PRICE
22441FVW      1:24  £21.95

Back To The Future II
Flying Version

                       SCALE       PRICE
22443W  1:24  £21.95

Back To The Future I

                                   SCALE       PRICE
224003G         1:24  £54.95

Back To Future Trilogy Set

                                   SCALE       PRICE
24077WBLUE   1:24  £15.95

Bugatti Chiron - Blue
                                         SCALE       PRICE
24058WRED        1:24  £13.95

New Mini Hatch - Red

                                         SCALE       PRICE
24057WMRED     1:24  £13.95

2014 Audi TT Coupe

                                         SCALE       PRICE
24059WMCHILI   1:24  £15.95

Range Rover Sport - Chili
Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76N7003XS  1:76 - £219.95 BR (EARLY BR) N7 0-6-2 No 69621 DCC Sound

NEW MODEL!

AR163 Morris-Commercial: Here we have the stories of two British firms, Austin and the
Nuffield organisation who often competed against each other producing commercial vehicles,
before combining as the British Motor Corporation in 1952. 

The two brands led parallel lives under BMC, before being absorbed into the British Leyland
Motor Corporation in 1968.  BLMC became British Leyland (BL) in 1970, and the
subsidiary company in Bathgate, East Lothian producing the ex-BMC vehicles became
Leyland Motors (Scotland) Ltd.  The last vestiges of Morris or Austin
heritage disappeared in 1984 when Leyland closed the Bathgate plant. 

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

AR151 AR150 AR149AR152AR153AR154AR155

AR158 AR157 AR156AR159AR160AR161AR162

AR163
NEW

AR164 De Dion and others: While we were developing the Auto Review books on Delage and
Delahaye, it became obvious just how many other interesting French vehicle marques began with
the letter ‘D’.  It was apparent that French ‘D’ marques would make an interesting subject for an
Auto Review publication, gathering into one place some important marques.  The famous
automotive pioneers De Dion were among the largest car makers by volume in the early
years of the 20th century.  Then there is Delaunay-Belleville, described as the ‘best car in
the world’ in the Edwardian era, especially by French enthusiasts.  We also include in these
pages Darracq, De Dietrich, Decauville, DFP and many other interesting companies. AR164

NEW
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